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Wisdom House  

Wisdom House was founded in September 2011, which consists of five 

domestic branches ( Wisdom House Culture & Media Co., Ltd. -China, 

Wisdom House Internet Culture Communication Co., Ltd., Wisdom 

House Arabic Training School, Ning-Tai Research Institute of Cultural & 

Creative Industry, and Al-Suwaidi Internet Technology Co., ltd.), and 

three overseas branches (Wisdom House Cultural Investments Company 

in Eygpt, Wisdom House Cultural Industry Investments Company in 

United Arab Emirates and Wisdom House Press in Qatar). 

With the mission of “telling Chinese stories and promoting Chinese 

culture”, Wisdom House adopts the mode of “Cultural Industry + Internet” 

and proactively participates in the Belt and Road Initiative. Eight 

platforms have been established, including Sino-Arab Cultural Exchange, 

Intelligent Inter-translation, Database, Digital Publishing, Animation, 

Film & Television, Talent Training, Information Exchange and Smart 

Tourism.  

Wisdom House has translated, exported and published the copyright of 

821 kinds of books to Arabic countries so far. 

Wisdom House was honored with the “National Key Enterprise and 

Project of Culture Export” by the Ministry of Commerce, the Publicity 

Department of the CPC Central Committee, the Ministry of Culture, the 

State Administration of Press, Publication, Radio, Film and Television 

and the Ministry of  Finance in June 2016. 
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Picture Books 

Kissing strawberries by Lina Lv  
ISBN: 9787107316753 |Pub.date: 2017/3/1 |Publisher: People’s Education 

Press   Aged 0-3 

 
This is series of picture book for 0-3 years old. A total of 6 books in this series. The 

book cultivates a healthy attitude towards baby’s life and makes baby perceive the 

beauty of life through the daily life of the protagonist whose name is “small 

strawberry”. 

 

 

 
White whale Xiaojiu by Dongni Bao 
ISBN: 9787550504639 |Pub.date: 2013/5/14 |Publisher: Dalian Press 

 
The small whale in the book struggle with fate, survival smiley is an model  for  

humanity. Whale’s mother has a premonition of the future, leads her daughter to grow 

silently, and looks forward to seeing her daughter become independent and self- 

reliance in the dangerous ocean. The book has the colorful illustrations, leading 

children to understand the ocean. The text is vivid and interesting. It is very readable 

and suitable for parent-child reading. 
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Whale’s songs by Dongni Bao  
ISBN: 9787550504646 |Pub.date: 2013/5/14|Publisher: Dalian Press 

 
A small whale looks forward to growing up, showing his talent. Growing freely is 

every juveniles’ dream. Letting him go and foresight is a wisdom choice of Mother. 

The book has the colorful illustrations, leading children to understand the ocean. The 

text is vivid and interesting, very readable and suitable for parent -child reading. 

 

 

 

The big change of mermaid by Dongni Bao  
ISBN:  9787550504707 |Pub.date:2013/6/1 |Publisher: Dalian Press 

 
The small manatee’s dream in this book reflects human’s curiosity, restlessness and 

lust. Envy and pursuit are a kind of attempts, challenges and uneasy. 

 

 

 

Penguin Wang’s lucky star by Longni Bao   
ISBN: 9787550504653 |Pub.date:2013/5/14 |Publisher: Dalian Press 

 
We can see parents’ mercy and ecstasy in the course of life from the small penguin’s 

tenacious growth in this book. Loving children is not human being’s exclusive thing. 

The book has colorful illustrations, leading children to understand the ocean. The text 

is vivid and interesting, very readable and suitable for parent-child reading. 
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The brave journey of the Little Turtle by Dongni Bao  
ISBN: 9787550504660 |Pub.date:2013/5/14 |Publisher: Dalian Press 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The little turtle in this book go to the ocean of 

life thrillingly and courageously. The existent 

choice of nature is cruel. The book has 

colorful illustrations, leading children to 

understand the ocean. The text is vivid and 

interesting, very readable and suitable for 

parent- child reading. 

 

 

 

The first lesson of little hermit crab by Longni Bao  
ISBN: 9787550504677 |Pub.date:2013/5/14 |Publisher: Dalian Press 

 

The little hermit crab’ curiosity in this book opens the door of the ocean world 

with its profusion and peculiar. The biological world is so magical and brilliant. 

There is a father who is out of the ordinary in the world. The book  has colorful  

illustrations, leading children to understand the ocean. The text is vivid and 

interesting, very readable and suitable for parent -child reading. 
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CHINA’S MOST BEAUTIFUL & NEW NURSERY RHYME by Wang 
Yizhen, Pu Huaqing 
Publisher: Chongqing Press  ISBN：9787229056773   

 

Entertaining and informative, this book series carefully selects the most beautiful and 

new nursery rhymes that are popular with children. Every rhyme has its own 

illustration, which helps children understand the meaning and fire their imagination. 

 

 

 

THE WORLD’S MOST BEAUTIFUL STORIES FOR CHILDREN (5 
VOLUMES) By Liu Yutong  
Publisher: Chongqing Press 

 

Narrating with exquisite paintings, this book series presents a collection of the classic 

folk tales from Germany, West Africa, India, Chile and Finland. Filled with humor 

and philosophical thoughts, these stories provide funny and thought-provoking 

reading for children.  

 

 

 

Summer  
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Author: Cao Wenxuan (2016 Hans Christian Andersen Award Winner) 

Illustrated by Yu Rong (BIB Golden Apple Illustrator in 2013) 

27.6*25.6cm | 38 pages    Publisher: 21st Century Publishing Group 

Rights sold: Korean, Swedish, French(France, Belgium, Luxemburg, Swiss, and 

Canada), English (Autralia, New Zealand) 

2016 White Ravens Catalogue 

 

 

 

 

 

On a hot summer day, a group of animals wanted to 

find somewhere cool and shady in the desert 

desperately. Once they had spotted a tree, they competed fiercely in order to stand 

under the shadow of it. As they were fighting for the shadow, a father and his son 

crossing the dessert caught their attention: the father kept his son under his shadow in 

order to make his son staying cool. How will this scene affect the animals? 

 

 

 

Smoke  

Author: Cao Wenxuan ( 2016 Hans Christian Andersen Award Winner) 

Illustrated by Yu Rong  (BIB Golden Apple Illustrator in 2013)  

Publisher: 21st Century Publishing Group 

 

A story of understanding and forgiveness with illustrations that are inspired by paper-

cutting art. Mr. Pang and Mr. Shou lived on two opposite sides of a river. One day, 
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after they had a fright over some tiny matters, both of them banned their families from 

communicating with others’. This situation continued until one morning when both 

families started to make their breakfast. The smokes produced by the firewood floated 

up into the sky, and then gradually headed towards the other side of the river... 

 

 

 

A Bird and a Berg  

Author: Cao Wenxuan ( 2016 Hans Christian Andersen Award Winner) 

Illustrated by Wan Wan   28 x 25.6 cm|38 pages 

Publisher: 21st Century Publishing Group 

 

While traveling south for the winter, a bird is attracted by an iceberg and landed on it. 

But when it wants to continue with its journey, it finds its feet stuck to the iceberg. 

What will happen to the bird and iceberg? 

 

 

 

A Panda’s Story  

29.2x27.6 cm | 42 pages 

Rights sold: English, Japaness, Compex Chinese 

Publisher: 21st Century Publishing Group 

Written by Tang Yaming, illustrated by Susumu Kinoshita 
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This picture book is about the growth of a baby panda. After his birth, the baby panda 

gradually learned how to survive on his own from his mother. When the panda baby 

finally grew into a panda boy, his mother left him alone. Overwhelmed by the feeling 

of confusion and loneliness, the panda started his own journey, until one day an 

earthquake occurred unexpectedly... What will happen to the panda? 

 

 

 

how we lived  

Volume：4 | Page：40p*4 | Size：250*245mm |Target Reader：5-8 

Estimated Publishing Date: Aug 2017 (The materials of 2 volumes will be ready in 

Aug, and the other two will be prepared well in succession.) Estimated Price: 42RMB 

Publisher: Children’s Fun Publishing 

 

Written by experts from National Museum of China, How We Lived is a series of 

children’s picture book that reveals fascinating lives of ancient Chinese with pictures 

and stories of cultural relics from National Museum of China illustrated by artists 

from Central Academy of Fine Arts. 
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Classic Chinese Folk Tales 

Volume：8 (2 sets) | Page：36p*16 | Size：205*270mm | ISBN: 9787300000131 

Target Reader：3+ | Publishing Date: Apr 2014 | Price: 120 RMB per set 

Sales: 488608 copies 

Publisher: Children’s Fun Publishing 

 

Reproduction of the classic animation films, all pictures are painted by the original 

masters of the animated TV series. These stories have been on the lips of the Chinese 

people since generations ago and adapted to animations by the Shanghai Animation 

Film Studio, which has won many international awards and honors. 

 

 

 

Classic National Comic Book 

Volume: 10 | Page：48p*10 | Size：140*100mm | Target Reader：3+ 

Estimated Publishing Date: Jun 2017 (The digital version hasalready come out.)  

Price: 96 RMB 

Publisher: Children’s Fun Publishing 

 

Being faithful to the original films, the stories show you the pure animation and its 

unique charm shining a long time ago. It is of great value of collection. 
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Traditional Chinese Animation Picture Book 

Volume：9 | Page：36p*6    48p*3 | Size：180*210mm | ISBN： 9787115441393  

Target Reader：3+ | Publishing Date: Mar 2017 | Price: 135 RMB 

Sales: 72000 copies    Publisher: Children’s Fun Publishing 

 

All pictures are painted by the masters designing the original animation. It makes you 

feel the traditional Chinese animation's reappearance and its unique nationality and 

charm. 

 

 

 

Classic Chinese Animation Picture Book 

Volume：9 | Page：36p*7+48p*2 | Size：180*210mm | ISBN.： 9787115435132 

Target Reader：3+ | Publishing Date: Oct 2016 | Price: 135 RMB 

Sales: 141684 copies   Publisher: Children’s Fun Publishing  

 

All pictures are painted by the masters designing the original animation，and new 

ones are added for the plot and content. It makes you feel the traditional Chinese 

animation's reappearance and its unique nationality and charm 

 

 

 

Rainbow Chicks-Multi-function Audio Interactive Picture Book 
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Volume：4 | Page：24p*8 | Size：185*210mm | ISBN.：9787115444141 

Target Reader：0-3 | Publishing Date: Jan  2017 | Price: 80 RMB 

Sales: 64000 copies 

Publisher: Children’s Fun Publishing 

 

Multiple experience for kids. 

Eight stories bringing the kids true life. 

Teach kids numbers, colors and shapes. 

Help kids form a good habit. 

Help kids learn to cooperate, share and be brave and raise their IQ and EQ. 

The cute chick, soft painted pictures and funny language are all for kids’ reading with 

fun. 

 

 

 

Rainbow Chicks Picture Books 

Volume：6 | Page：70p*6 | Size：210*220mm | Target Reader：0-3 
Estimated Publishing Date: Jun  2017 (The digital version will come out soon.) 
Estimated Price: 118.8 RMB 

Publisher: Children’s Fun Publishing 

 

Foster good character and raise EQ Re-write the stories in the aspect of fostering good 

characters and social skills, making the kids growing up both in mind and body. 

Increase interactivity Commented by psychology PhD who guides the kids in 
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fostering good characters and social skills. Tightly combine reading with education. 

Beautiful pictures Work with art editors and licensors again and again, only to provide 

the readers the best pictures. 

 

 

 

I Love Poo Poo  

Volume：1 | Page：36p | Size：210*285mm | Target Reader：3-8 

Estimated Publishing Date: Jul 2017 

Publisher: Children’s Fun Publishing 

 

Hua Tang is a kid in the junior class of a kindergarten. He feels curious about the 

world and builds up a magic world full of poo poo fish. But his imagination conflicts 

the real world, so a lot of funny things happen between Hua Tang and his father and 

they both experience a time and space travel. The soft and tender emotion flows in 

every simple and beautiful picture. And the gap between imagination and the real 

world disappears. Both kids and their fathers can have a good memory from this story. 

 

 

 

Hush  

Volume：1 | Page：32p | Size：185*2605mm | Target Reader：3-8 

Estimated Publishing Date: Jul 2017 

Publisher: Children’s Fun Publishing 
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It tells a story about a little girl who never eats eggs, but her mother pushes her to 

have eggs every day for breakfast. As a result, a lot of tricks happen between the 

naughty girl and her mother. Featured in bright color combinations, mixed collage art 

forms and distinctive words, the pictures boast a unique kind of charm. 

 

 

A Giant Snake  

Volume：1 | Page：32p | Size：215*285mm | Target Reader：3-8 

Estimated Publishing Date: Jul 2017   Publisher: Children’s Fun Publishing 

 

A little girl misses her friend very much, but her friend is very, very tall. With the help 

of elephant, gorilla, giraffe, penguin, totally eleven kinds of animals, the little girl 

finally meets her friend—a giant snake. When spreading some knowledge of 12 

Chinese zodiac, the story also boasts the meaning of growing up, the expectation 

towards the future and the vision of different life periods. It is a ingenious and 

elaborate picture book with paper-cutting element in the whole book. And the 

abundant traditional pattern design and colors make you fully enjoy Chinese element. 
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I Want a Cat with Tiger Stripe  

Volume：1 | Page：32p | Size：215*285mm | Target Reader：3-8 

Estimated Publishing Date: Jul 2017   Publisher: Children’s Fun Publishing 

 

It tell a story about a little girl who wants to have a cat with tiger strip, but she only 

meets a black cat and refused the black cat’s request for going home with her. The 

next day, she appears to find a beautiful cat with tiger stripe and they play together 

with a lot of happiness and enjoyment. But a heavy rain makes the little girl finds that 

it is the black cat pretending to be the beautiful cat with tiger stripe. She is angry and 

drives the black cat out of home. Finally, she understands that it is not important 

whether the cat has tiger stripe. So she gets back the black cat and has fun talking and 

playing with it. 

 

 

 

A Boy Named Xiao Man  

Volume：1 | Page：32p | Size：155*285mm | Target Reader：3-8 

Estimated Publishing Date: Jul 2017  Publisher: Children’s Fun Publishing 

 

A legend story between a boy named Xiao Man and a water monster. First, Xiao Man 

feels afraid of the monster, but finally, the monster becomes very important for him. 

He bravely faces the sense of fear to overcome the shadow over the hearts. It is a story 
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really defining the meaning of growing up. The work is in the style of ancient prints 

with simple narration and makes traditional culture vibrant in the new era. 

 

 

 

Chinese Ancient Fables (10 Books)  

205x235mm    32-53pages    2018.8.1  Aged 4-8 

Publisher: Shanghai Juvenile & Children’s Publishing House 

 

The series is illustrtated by famous Chinese artists, and enjoys the irresistable lure of 

the Chinese culture. Ten books are included in the series: The Foolish Old Man 

Removes the Mountains, The Wu Person Releases the Ape, The Death of the Monkey 

Keeper, Fake or Real, A Narrow Escape, Pulling Up Seedlings to Help Them Grow, 

Play the Lute to a Cow, Honest Zengzi, Making up a Number, Bird on a Wire. 

 

 

 

Micro – Fairytale Museum(3 Volumes)  

 ISBN: 9787539757902  |Pub.date: 2013.03 | Anhui Children's Publishing 

House250mm x 130mm     240pages    Aged 3-6 
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The tiny fairytale, a branch of Micro – Literary, is a new form of children’s literature 

which takes the Weibo (the Micro - blog) as the  carrier and transmission media. With 

the characters of short and smart, the tiny fairytale has the distinctive era feature, and 

can be described as a turning point of children’s literature, a cultural image can not be 

underestimated. This set is compiled by the famous children’s writer Bingbo, and 

selected the latest works of tiny fairytale by the well – known children’s writers Wang 

yimei, Yu Lei, Yejun, An Wulin, etc. this new form, which shows the great charm of 

Chinese language, requires the writer to tell a complete, meaningful and beautiful 

story within 140 Chinese characters. The illustrations of this set are also awesome. 

 

 

 

Havoc in Heaven 

ISBN: 9787-5397-7279-3 |Pub.date: 2014.10 |Publisher: Anhui’s Children Press 

190mm x 210mm  76 pages       Aged 2-9 

 

This picture book was recommended by Shanghai Animation Film Studio for the 

pictures in this book are  repaired by original painting designer in Shanghai 

Animation Film Studio. Front cover of this picture book is made from original hand – 

painting in 1960s, which is very collectable. This book is learned from western 

illustrator layout design, but is very Chinese – style in details. Each person from the 

picture – story book era in China could recall his or her childhood. 

 

 

 

Animation china(4 volumes)  
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ISBN: 21024018  |Pub.date: 2011.01 |Publisher: Anhui’s Children Press 

180mm x 195mm         Aged 3-10 

 

Based on the classical animation films produced by Shanghai Animation Film Studio, 

this series narrates the classical stories with vivid text. The page layout is one – page 

picture and one – page text with small illustrations. The overall layout is unified 

mixed with changed elements.  

 

 

 

The Early Bus of Baby Grow – up Series (6 volumes)  

ISBN: 9787539760414  |Pub.date: 2012.08 |Publisher: Anhui Children's Publishing 

House 

180mm x 195mm        Aged 3-6 

 

The set is a sub – series of The Early Bus of Baby Grow – up Series, which helps 

children with the spiritual growth. There are six volumes named Mommy I Love You, 

The Toys Come Home, I Smell Good, Mom Praises Me Awesome, The Park  Is 

Beautiful, There Are So Many Friends in the Kindergarten.  It guides children’s 
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spiritual growth, helps them to cultivate good habits and characters through the short 

stories that close to the daily – lives. The delicate illustrations highlight the 

characteristics of young children’s reading. 

 

 

 

Famous Paintings by Masters: Long-lasting Chinese Paintings 

(in 2 volumes)  

ISBN: 9787122294869/9787122295057  |Pub.date: 2017.06|Publisher: Chemical 

industry press210mm x 225mm      120pages*2   Aged 3-6 

 

 

Famous Paintings by Masters: Long-lasting Chinese Paintings in 2 volumes selects 10 

long-lasting masterpieces form so many Chinese paintings: 

▪ Painting of "Ode to the Goddess of the Luo River” 

▪ Along the River during the Qingming Festival 

▪ Dwelling in the Fuchun Mountains 

▪ Spring Morning in the Han Palace 

▪ One Hundred Horses 

▪ Emperor Taizong Receiving the Tibetan Envoy 

▪ Noble Ladies in Tang Dynasty 

▪ Five Oxen 

▪ Night Revels of Han Xizai 

▪ A Thousand Li of Rivers and Mountains 

These works cover three genres of painting: mountain-and-water paintings, 
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bird-and-flower painting, and figure paintings. These works show the unity in form 

and content and in feeling and sense in terms of technique, composition and hue, and 

display the beauty of traditional Chinese culture. 

This book series brings the reader back to ancient China and learn about ancient 

people’s attitudes toward living, nature and life. 

The book draws on the form of  to introduce stories about Chinese paintings, and uses 

related knowledge and games to let readers learn about Chinese painting and 

traditional Chinese culture, shape their ability in thinking, and develop 

children’s many other abilities. 

 

 

 

One Story A Week  

ISBN: 9787558001123  |Pub.date: 2016.01|Publisher: Jiangsu Phoenix Fine Arts 

Publishing Ltd 

190mm x 210mm      30 pages   Aged 3-6 

 

The author adapts classic tales from home and abroad into an inviting narrative that 

inspires children to read and share aloud. This series of enchanting stories are 

beautifully illustrated and designed by Chinese freelance illustrators. Magically 

become bedtime books that will calm and comfort children in the evenings. 

 

 

 

Travelling Around China/ Created by YoHare  

Publisher: New Buds Publishing House 
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Opening this book, you will enter an amazing world. From the Great Wall to Terra 

Cotta Warrious, from fried dough twists to hot pots, from Tibetan people to Naxi 

people. You can find anything you are interested about China. Come on! Let’ s follow 

Pudding to have a different tour around China. 

 

 

 

Growing up Story of Bread Bear   

Created by Yu Qingfeng    Publisher: New Buds Publishing House 

 

There are eight titles in the series, including topics of bathing, sleeping, getting up, 

eating, kissing, washing hands, brushing teeth, using toilets. Through those interesting 

stories, young readers will form good habits gradually and cultivate self-care ability. 

The brilliant lift-and-flap book design can arouse children’ s interest and curiosity. In 

addition, it will improve children’ s self -control on their hand muscle. 

 

 

 

Eight Intelligence Lift-and-Flap Book   

Created by Yu Qingfeng   Publisher: New Buds Publishing House 
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The books in the series fit perfectly with children’ s mental and physical development. 

The eight intelligence redered in the stories will promote children’ s all-round 

development. Meanwhile, the lift-and-flap book design will arouse children’ s interest 

and curiosity. They can improve their aiblities on observation, judment, and creativity 

by touching, flapping, and reading the books. 

 

 

 

Classical Myths of China’s 56 Ethnic Groups(with illutrations by 

famous artists)   

Created by Li Xueqing & Pan Shouyong   Publisher: New Buds Publishing House 

 

 

◆ Classical Myths of China's 56 Ethnic Groups (with illustrations by famous artists) 

is a book series with 30 volumes in Chinese and 30 volumes in English. The classical 

mythologies in both Chinese and English versions with vivid illustrations drawn by 

well–known Chinese artists will attract children of other nations to the Chinese 

cultural and art world, especially the cultures of China's 56 ethnic groups. 

 

 

 

Magical Sticker Games: I Want to Travel (6 titles)  
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Author: Pingzi, Menghuadao     Tsinghua University Press 

ISBN: 9787302349976| 2014-4-1  Publisher: Tsinghua University Press 

 

China’s first sticker game book on parent-child travelling. Each book introduces a 

country through stickers. Each book is about travelling in one country. 

 

 

 

Goodnight Story with Father (4 titles)  

Author: Zhong Rui  ISBN: 9787302430278  Publication Date: 2016-5-1 

Publisher: Tsinghua University Press 

 

There are 40 happy and warm philosophical fairy tales for kids and parents, 

which is suitable for parents to accompany their children before going to 

bed. Making an agreement with kids to read fairy tales every night can bring 

kids a brilliant and happy childhood. It can foster kids’ ability of patience 

and persistence through reading. Colorful painting version in suitable book 

size is convenient for reading and makes books a good partner during their 

childhood with beautiful illustrations and colorful pictures. 
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Magical Brain Activity Painting (4 titles)  

Author: Paper Plane   ISBN: 9787302405238  Publication date: 2015-7-1 

Publisher: Tsinghua University Press 

 

It helps children know about different professions, improve their logic thinking 

ability and cultivate their patience. 

 

 

 

MEIDESHU/Books of Goodness(in 3 volumes)  

ISBN 978-7-5313-5294-5 /Pub. Date 2017.8/Pages 472pp/Size 250mm×250mm 

Price RMB 598.00  Rights sold Korea 

Publisher: Chunfeng Literature & Art Publishing House 

 

Illustrated by the artist Zhang Weixin, Time- Honored Traditional 

Chinese Culture, Attractive Chinese Painting for Children 
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A Hunter with a Dog by Liu Liangpeng, Zhang Huijing 

2017.10, all rights available 

Format：12 mo    Age: 3~6 years old 

Publisher: Citic Press Group 

 

This is a little lovely picture book based on Oracle bone scripts. 

There was a small village at the foot of a mountain. The villagers were living on 

farming. But the crops in the fields were often destroyed by the wild boars from the 

forest. After a failure on chasing on the wild boars, a villager determined to become a 

hunter to hunt the wild boars. So he began to learn archery. But it was not easy to 

learn. After his efforts, he finally could shoot more accurately. Then he went to the 

forest to hunt wild boars. With the help of his dog, he found a wild boar and started 

shooting. Finally, the wild boar was shot by his arrow, and fell into the trap on the 

way of escaping. In the end, the hunter caught the wild boar and the villagers had a 

harvest year. 

 

 

 

Butterfly Lover: Liang Shanbo and Zhu Yingtai by Tang Yaming 

9787508654645|39.80|2015.10|20,000 copies sold| All rights available 

Publisher: Citic Press Group 
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Selected by 2016 Frankfurt Book Fair. 

It is the first book of the Chinese traditional culture picture series, which is a 

masterpiece reiterated by picture book master, Tang Yaming of the Japan Fukuinkan. 

Having gained the Central Academy Awards, this book is a gift of love and beauty for 

each child. The writer spent one year in polishing this book, he combined the 

elements of shadow plays with the composition of traditional ink paints. Yu 

Hongcheng, the illustrator, condensed the Butterfly Love Story of Liang and Zhu into 

17 beautiful scenes, so that readers can easily understand the love and beauty in 

Chinese traditional culture when appreciating the pictures. 

 

 

 

Monster Come, Monster Go by Wang Zibao & Sun Jie 

9787508662855|39.80|2016.8|10,000 copies sold| All rights available 

Publisher: Citic Press Group 

 

Let imagination fly! Come and explore the wonderland of monster kingdom! It fully 

liberates children’s imagination and arouses creation! Apart from Godzilla and 

dinosaurs, what other monsters are there in the world? Monster Come, Monster Go 

will give you a satisfactory answer! In the universe, there exists the human society 

with strict rules, but also there is the bizarre monster world! In the monster world, the 

cute monsters not only look odd and react strangely, they also behave differently. 
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They try all the things that we want but dare not to do. Let us step into the world and 

begin an exciting ‘monster tour’! 

 

 

 

A Hungry Snail by Che Lijiao 

9787508662862|49.80|2016.8|10,000 copies sold| All rights available 

Publisher: Citic Press Group 

 
This book consists of ultra-realistic hand-paints that are worth collecting. It 

profoundly restitutes the subtle nature, vividly cultivates children's observation, and 

leads the children to learn a variety of plants and insects. After a light rain, a small 

snail stuck out his tentacles. He was so hungry that he began to find his favorite 

food—shoots. Along the journey, he accidentally got a ride from bunny, and with the 

help from slug, escaped his predator, hedgehog. Later, he met an enthusiastic cricket, 

and a carefree little ladybug...What would happen between them? Could small snail 

finally find the shoots? 
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Children's Literature 

Chinese Fairy Tales through Generations 

ISBN.：9787115428684, 9787115428868, 9787115428936, 9787115432223, 

9787115434968,9787115428929 Volume：6 | Page: P224,232,200,248,224,232 | 

Size：150*210mm   Target Reader：7-14 | Publishing Date: Jan  2017 | Price: 99 

RMB    Sales: 31374 copies 

Publisher: Children’s Fun Publishing 

 

Picked out and edited by Professor Wang Quangen of Beijing Normal University 

elaborately, it is a series of authorized and classic ancient Chinese fairy tales. The 

tales are full of imagination and come from Chinese supernatural stories in Wei and 

Jin Dynasty, legends in Tang and Song Dynasties, novels in Ming and Qing Dynasties 

and other classical literary masterpieces.  

 

 

Little Mermaid Children’s Library 

Authors: Wang Yimei, Bing Bo, Shen Shixi, Jin Bo, Tang Sulan and Huang Beijia 

Volume：20 | Page：120p*20 | Target Reader：6-9 | Publishing Date: Oct  2015 

Price: 360 RMB | Sales: 209951 copies    Publisher: Children’s Fun Publishing 
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It gathers the famous works of domestic literature masters. The stories are simple but 

with significant meaning. With phonetic notation and beautiful illustrations, kids of 6 

to 9 ages can read independently. 

 

 

 

Shen Shixi Novel about Animals-Wolf Queen (Classic 
Collection) 

Volume：1 | Page: 292P | Size：170*230mm | ISBN：9787115442482 

Target Reader：7-14 | Publishing Date: Jan 2017 | Price: 39  RMB 

Sales: 20794 copies   Publisher: Children’s Fun Publishing 

 

The wolf king died of a food grab against a tiger, and then the female wolf is  

nominated to be the queen. But her  prestige is not recognized by others. Finally, she 

overcome all the difficulties and become a legend for her braveness, charm and 

generosity. 

 

 

 

Shen Shixi Picture Book about Animals-7 Adventures of  A Big 
Swan’s Lifetime 

Volume：1 | Page: 120P | Size：210*285mm | Format: Hardback 

Target Reader：9-16 | Estimated Publishing Date: Jan, 2018 | Price: 59  RMB 

Publisher: Children’s Fun Publishing 

 It is a classical medium-length novel written by famous writer 

Shen Shixi. Seven stories tells seven adventures of a male swan 

named Hongdi, depicting his unusual life. From birth to death, 
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life is not a straight line, but some jumping dots. There are unknown environments, 

lives and fates in different stages, so people need a lot of courage to overcome the 

difficulties. 

        It is the first black and white picture book about animals drawn in pen by a 

famous pen painter. With two years' effort, he shows the readers a magic animals’ 

world. 

 

 

Goodnight, Foolish Wolf 

Volume：2 | Page: 192P*2 | Size：185*230mm | ISBN：9787115440952, 

9787115440587 

Target Reader：3+ | Publishing Date: Jan 2017 | Price: 76  RMB 

Sales: 21351 copies   Publisher: Children’s Fun Publishing 

  It includes two titles suitable for reading before sleep, sweet 

dream series and beautiful dream series respectively. It is a 

master work of Tang Sulan, a famous Children’s literature writer.  

       The stories in the book are independent and not too short 

nor too long, so the kids can easily keep reading. This book can 

help improve kids’ concentration, trigger their inspiration and 

learn to be good-mannered. Parents and kids can read together  

and fully enjoy the valued moment  from the interesting and 

warm hearted stories before sleep. 

 

 

 

Postman of Buluo Town 

978-7-5324-9896-3    210x140mm 199 pages    2016.7 Aged 7-12 

Publisher: Shanghai Juvenile & Children’s Publishing House 
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The book was awarded the 10th National Children's Literature Award and the first 

prize of the ‘Children’s Literature Publishing Program’ by The Publicity Department 

of the Communist Party of China in 2016, as one of the ‘Books of China’ in 2016, and 

as one of the ‘Children’s Books of Shanghai’. 

The book is about A Luo, a teenager who tries to heal the rift between the town and 

the forest, and helps everyone there live a happy and peaceful life anew. It celebrates 

kindness, courage, and friendliness. The book’s idea of harmony between human 

beings and nature distinguishes it from other children’s books. As is said by the 

‘Books of China’ Award committee, ‘the book is an earthy Chinese tale about A Luo, 

an orphan, whose kindness earns him the respect of the town people, who eventually 

becomes an excellent postman. When a crisis comes he helps the people out… The 

author derives much of his inspiration from real life, and wrote such an imaginative 

and warm story with artistic charms and emotion powers.’ 

 

 

 

Bookworm in Old-Street Bookstore 

978-7-5324-9863-5    210x140mm 124 pages    2016.8 Aged 10+ 

Publisher: Shanghai Juvenile & Children’s Publishing House 
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The book was included in the Best Reading List for Chinese juveniles in 2017 by the 

State Administration of Press, Publication, Radio, Film and Television of the People's 

Republic of China. The book was shortlisted for Books of China Award in 2016. 

Some of stories in the book won the Chen Bochui Children’s Literature Award and 

the first prize of Zhouzhuang Cup. 

Bookworm in Old-Street Bookstore is a selection of Xiaohe Dingding’s recent works. 

The author sets the stories in the rural areas in China, and captures exactly the ethos 

of Dongting Lake and the Xiang River district. The multi-ethnic district enjoys its 

unique customs and culture. Xiaohe Dingding records in his stories in a child-like 

perspective people from all walks of life, the ways of the world, rural secrets, the 

correspondence between human and nature. The stories are full of imagination, 

realistic charms, and cultural allure. 

 

 

 

Dream is the Light of Life   

978-7-5324-9905-2    230x170mm 124 pages   2016.8 Aged 9-15 

Publisher: Shanghai Juvenile & Children’s Publishing House 
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The 10th National Children's Literature Award 

This non-fiction is about a special group of people— when they were young, some of 

them were left-behind children, some of them were dogged by misfortune, and some 

of them were critically ill… 10 years ago, the author conducted in-depth interviews 

with them about their issues and dreams. After 10 years of investigations, the author 

focuses on how they make effort to realize their dreams. The thoroughness and the 

depth of the 10 year investigations that the author has gone through and the dedication 

of all the interviewees develop empathy in readers, and bolster them up. 

 

 

 

No.3 Tian Tang Street 

978-7-5589-0045-7    146x210mm 192 pages    2016.12 

Publisher: Shanghai Juvenile & Children’s Publishing House 
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No. 3 Tian Tang Street records the story about Xie Wei, Lang Lang, Lang Silin, Shen 

Nv, Cai Li, Su Feng, and the moody teenager—Kao… It is a lugubrious and revealing 

story. The teenage protagonists are confronted with life and death, love and hate. 

 

 

 

The World of Wolves by Shen Shixi   

978-7-5589-0090-7   210x140mm 112 pages    2017.4 Aged 9-15 

Publisher: Shanghai Juvenile & Children’s Publishing House 

 

There are four thrilling stories in this book. The protagonists of the four stories are all 

wolves. In the first story, the author, who has a considerable knowledge of jungles, 

crosses Gama’er Grassland and reaches the snow line of Mount Riquka , like an well-

experienced hunter, and sees with his own eyes a ‘hybrid’ wolf. In the second story, 

as a physicist the narrative swishes a wolf pelt around his shoulders, crawls into a 

wolf’s den, and plays the husband of a pregnant she-wolf. In the third story, a wolf 

and a sheep transcend the Law of the Jungle because the wolf is breastfed by the 

sheep. In the fourth story, a wolf though it is, Da Hui is raised in dog packs, so Da 

Hui is never accepted by the dogs nor acknowledged by the wolves. The author 

provides young readers an insight into the world of wolves. 
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The Big Five Game     

978-7-5324-8651-9   260x254mm 96 pages    2017.1 Aged 7-12 

Publisher: Shanghai Juvenile & Children’s Publishing House 

 

In Africa, the big five game animals are the African lion, African elephant, Cape 

buffalo, African leopard, and rhinoceros. They are stars on African grasslands, and are 

known for their ‘bad temper.’ The well-experienced guide John in the series teaches 

young readers to follow the animals’ tracks, to identify animal droppings, to observe 

their colors… the book unravels the mysteries of animals. Vivid illustrations, high-

definition photographs, the byways of zoological knowledge, and African 

mythologies enrich young readers’ reading experiences. 

The augmented reality technology enables young readers to ‘activate’ the big five 

game animals in the book with their smart phones or tablets, letting rhinos running in 

the palms of their hands, battling one African elephant with another to see which is 

bigger, hearing lions roaring, even taking photos with the big five game animals! 

There are even replica big five game animals included in this set. Young readers can 
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get a book, five replica animals and five AR cards in the set, as well as a marvelous 

adventure across Africa. 

 

 

 

Collection of  Yang Hongying's Fairytales (Phonetic Version) (9 
Volumes) 

ISBN: 9787-5397-8652-0 |Pub.date: 2016.3 |Publisher: Anhui Children's Publishing 

House   260mm x 184mm  121 pages       Aged 6-10 

 

Collection of  Yang Hongying’s Fairytales selects 9medium length fairytales written 

by the famous writer of children’s literature Yang Hongying. It takes “EQ education” 

as the breakthrough point, young readers will fell “good” and “love” (the eternal 

themes of fairy world) in stories full of childishness and playfulness, and get 

inspiration of EQ education as well. Each book’s illustrations are unique, so that the 

kids would get a wonderful visual enjoyment and influence of art. 

 

 

 

The young man and the Sea 

ISBN:9787539771137  |Pub.date: 2014.04 |Publisher: Anhui Children's Publishing 

House   273mm x 262.3mm         Aged 7-14 
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It’s a children’s fiction created by Chinese modern literary master Zhang Wei who 

has awarded the Mao Dun Literary Prize, which tells the stories of a young man in a 

small village at the sea shore. The work expresses the admiration of the beautiful 

nature and the praises of humanity. 

 

 

 

The rabbit writer (6 volumes)  

ISBN:9787539787602  |Pub.date: 2016.04 |Publisher: Anhui Children's Publishing 

House   260mm x 184mm         Aged 6-12 

 

The set of  books are written by Zhang Wei, the famous modern literature writer and 

the latest winner of Mao Dun Literary Award. These works tell the stories of  Rabbit 

Writer who grows from a layman knowing nothing of literature, after a series of 

events and training, finally becomes a mature writer. The  author depicts several 

typical images in childish language, expressing the thoughts on how to be imaginative, 

how to write on the bottom and other key propositions. The book not only take 
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literary enlightenment with children, but also show the secret of how human, nature, 

and the society get along with each other. 

 

 

 

Saplings Classic Stories (30 volumes) / Children's Literature 

ISBN: 9787539757902  |Pub.date: 2013.03 |Publisher: Anhui Children's Publishing 

House   250mm x 130mm     240pages    Aged 3-6 

 

Delightful text narrated by the best – selling children’s writer’s, these classic 

fairytales are fun to listen to and easy to learn by heart. Lovely illustrations add charm 

to the stories, and set young children on a lifelong path to reading. 

 

 

 

The Happy Bears Live in the Fragrant Pudding Town(3 volumes)  

ISBN: 9787539750057  |Pub.date: 2013.02 |Publisher: Anhui’s Children Press 

180mm x 195mm     214pages    Aged 3-6 
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This set is the latest work of the famous fairytale writer Lv Lina. The author has 

served children of early age for many years, created lots of works of high quality, and 

achieved a prominent influence and authority. Her works have been selected by 

primary school textbook. The set combines the fairytales and the pictures tightly in a 

new form, which suits for parent – child reading.  Lv’s fairytales are full of the 

meaning of “love”, fresh and imaginative, and specially created for children of early 

age. The original texts and hand – painted beautiful illustrations highlight the whole 

set. 

 

 

 

Picture Books of Naughty Pipi (3 volumes) 

ISBN: 9787539782904  |Pub.date: 2015.12 |Publisher: Anhui’s Children Press 

260mm x 184mm        Aged 3-6 
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The set consists of two volumes: Making Troubles for Mommy and Giving Helps to 

Mommy. There is correspondence between “trouble” and “help”. The two seem 

independent but united. By the typical stories in daily life, the books create a lively, 

innocent, naughty boy image. Books present a big story – children’s growth story – to 

express one theme: “trouble” (or “help”) is the nature of children. It makes us start to 

think how to treat children’s growth, and convey the idea: respect for growth, treat 

children with understanding and tolerance. 

 

 

 

Parent-Child Stories 

 ISBN: 9787534485473  |Pub.date: 2015.06|Publisher: Jiangsu Phoenix Fine Arts 

Publishing Ltd 

184mm x 260mm      24 pages   Aged 3-6 

 

Imaginary plots and humorous dialogue enable children to think about the meaning of 

dreams. The work includes a group of little characters in an amusement park. They 

have their own small dreams, which make them happy and joyful. Only the park 

manager’s steps can make them quiet again. 

 

 

 

The Open Sesame Series 
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 ISBN: 9787534480508  |Pub.date: 2015.08|Publisher: Jiangsu Phoenix Fine Arts 

Publishing Ltd 

140mm x 203mm      205 pages   Aged 3 - 6 

 

This series of book tells several interesting stories about a group of children adopting 

different animals. In raising them, they have overcome countless difficulties and thus 

learnt such spirits as teamwork, tolerance and thanksgiving. Despite their deep love 

for the animals, they still decide to let them return to nature. 

 

 

 

Tang Xiaotuan Series 

ISBN: 11622472  |Pub.date: 2015.01|Publisher: Jiangsu Phoenix Fine Arts Publishing 

Ltd 

140mm x 203mm       Aged 7 - 10 
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This series of book is a present from a mother for her daughter. Gu Qingping, who is 

very fond of history, hopes to share the charm of history with her daughter. However, 

the girl shows no interest in the subject because she believes “history is no fun”. How 

could history be no fun? It just needs to be read in a new way. Tang Xiaotuan series 

presents Chinese history in a totally new form and will defnitely excite kid! 

 

 

 

Five Thousand Years of Chinese Nation（3 Volunes）  

ISBN: 9787210081395  | Pub.date: 2016.01|Publisher: Jiangxi People’s Publishing 

House  230mm x166mm        

 

This set of books is co﹣authored by Han Xing’e, the founder of “in-class mass 

reading”, and Guo Chunfeng, the contemporary writer. These books will lead the 

readers especially the students to learn Chinese history, learn the classical Chinese 

and cultivate their mind. The books are both interesting and instructive. 

 

 

 

Idioms Solitaire（2 Volumes）  
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ISBN: 9787210070283  | Pub.date: 2017.07|Publisher: Jiangxi People’s Publishing 

House  

228 pages   230mm x165mm        

 

The book cleverly makes 1000 idioms to be 20 “solitaires”. In order to make the 

idioms interesting, the phonetic notation, new words explanation, references and 

games are added in the book. Also, the attached videos and audios can help the 

students to learn with their classmates and parents. 

 

 

 

Reading Laozi, Learning Idioms（2 Volumes）  

ISBN: 11905558  | Pub.date: 2016.04|Publisher: Jiangxi People’s Publishing House  

  230mm x166mm        

 

Laozi occupies an important place in Taoism. Laozi’s wisdom influences Chinese 

nation for thousands of years. This book explains Laozi’s thoughts and wisdom in a 
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plain way, together with 60 idioms and the related passages in Laozi. This book aims 

to let the teenagers know the basic knowledge of Laozi. 

 

 

 

Reading The Analects, Learning Idioms（2 Volumes）  

ISBN: 9787210065043  | Pub.date: 2014.07|Publisher: Jiangxi People’s Publishing 

House  

226mm x164mm        

 

This book is known for its easy language. This book uses vivid description to explain 

the unattractive knowledge and relates the acquainted idioms to the original work 

from the ancient sages. Also, this book selects the historical stories and connects them 

with the life philosophy in The Analects. Through this, the teenagers will no longer 

fear the difficulty of the ancient books, and their interests of reading the classics will 

be developed. 

 

 

 

Reading History, Learning Idioms（2 Volumes）  
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ISBN: 9787210059523  | Pub.date: 2013.06|Publisher: Jiangxi People’s Publishing 

House  

226mm x164mm       174pages 

 

Following the historical line, based on the historical stories of the idioms and the 

knowledge of the idioms, this book includes four parts: “History Overview”, 

“Relevant Idioms”, “Stories of the Idioms” and “Use of the Idioms”. This book allows 

teenagers to get familiar with the history and understand the Chinese culture in a short 

time. 

 

 

 

The Series of the Mystery of Haihun 

ISBN: 9787210086703  | Pub.date: 2016.09|Publisher: Jiangxi People’s Publishing 

House  

210mm x150mm       280pages 
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The series is the first children fiction with the background of Haihunhou State. The 

Group “Rhubarb Pie” is formed by three middle school students and they have their 

adventures in the book. They open the gate of earth and enter the Haihunhou State to 

feel the China’s ancient civilization. The series interprets the history with children’s 

stories and teaches children to imagine, to look for and to enjoy the ancient Chinese 

culture. 

 

 

 

My History Books after Class（2 Volumes） 

ISBN: 12168663  | Pub.date: 2016.09|Publisher: Jiangxi People’s Publishing House  

226mm x164mm       

 

These books use vivid stories to introduce the important figures in history textbooks. 

Every story differs in length but they are all educational and all from the ancient 

books and records. Based on the standard of authenticity and enjoyment, the historical 

figures are presented to the readers in the book. 
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Read and Write  

ISBN: 9787210085645  | Pub.date: 2017.01|Publisher: Jiangxi People’s Publishing 

House    165mm x230mm       

 

The books are designed by some educational experts and designed for primary school 

students. The books are consisted of 29 nursery rhymes, 230 radical rhymes in 

Chinese characters, 100 etymons and 103 word rhymes in order to teach the kids to 

read and write. The books are full of fun and kids can learn the characters gradually 

with improved efficiency to read and write. 

 

 

 

Learn Words Rhymes  

ISBN: 9787210090434  | Pub.date: 2017.06|Publisher: Jiangxi People’s Publishing 

House    226mm x164mm       
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The book is designed for the primary school students to learn Chinese characters. The 

book is based on the rule of Chinese characters and cognitive psychology of children, 

designs150 words rhymes about pronunciation, radicals and word meanings. The 

rhymes are interesting and are suitable for the kids. 

  

 

 

A Story of Survival in Danao Kingdom 

Author: Zong Jiehua                   Publisher: Tsinghua University Press 

ISBN: 9787302428299| Pub.date:2016.06.01 

 

This is a book of fairy tale for elementary school students. The name of the 

leading character is Ai Xiaoping who is a naughty boy in grade four. He is 

scrappy and often plays tricks. He thinks, “Danao Kingdom” is an ideal place for 

him, so he went there where the national emblem is a monkey and everyone 

loves to sing the song of Noisy, Noisy and Noisy. When President of the 

Kingdom got to know that Ai Xiaoping (renamed by the President as Ai Danao) 

could make kites, he ordered the whole kingdom to learn to make kites and 

to fly them. However, without wind, the kites cannot fly so that the President 
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ordered 500 persons to stand in line like a wall to blow the kites and arranged 

10 suction fans to blow wind. At last, to build the second Danao Kingdom in 

the moon, he organized people to make an oversized kite and brought some 

persons to the moon for exploration. As the wind became weaker and weaker 

after the kite was blown up, Ai Xiaoping and his accompanies including the 

President all fell from the sky into a valley…… After he was scared to wake up, 

Ai Xiaoping was back to the reality. He cried and said:” it’s really not good to 

be naughty……” From then on, he becomes a good boy who is disciplined and 

respects others. 

 

 

 

Discovering China in museums 

Created by Song Xinzhao& Pan Shouyong  

  Publisher: New Buds Publishing House 

 

“Discovering China in Museums” is a small “family museum” for children, including 

the legendary history of nearly one thousand precious Chinese cultural relics, which 

are nowadays in more than 150 museums in China and abroad. By reading this series, 

young readers will experience the change of history, involving dynasties turning over, 

nation’ s rise and fall, the great achievements of civilian and military officers and the 
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excellent Chinese workmanship... Ten titles cover the most precious antiques in that 

area with narrative texts and beautiful illutrations and photos, including a guide of 

visiting museums. This series invites children from all over the world to experience 

the most magnificent Chinese culture. 

 

 

 

Journey of Meseums 

Created by National Museum of China and Shija Primary 
School  

  Publisher: New Buds Publishing House 

 

 

· The only children’ s book shortlisted for the Best Book of National Cultural Legacy 

· Highly recommended by Meseums Association of China 

· Rendering knowledge through interactive activities and inclusive -education 

Journey of Museums is a series to show excellent traditional cultures to young 

readers. The books show thousands of antiques of museums from five perspectives-

creativity, responsibility, respect, rule, life. Those antiques can influence the process 

of civilization, and help young readers learn wisdom and good quality from thoes 

stores. 
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Fairytale of Green Cloud Valley 

Text by Xu Zechen， Illustration by Zhao Xigang  

ISBN: 9787530765548     Publisher: New Buds Publishing House        

  

· First children’ s literature work by Lu Xun Literaure Prize winner, Xu Zechen. 

· Highly recommended by Hans Christian Andersen Award winner to Cao Wenxuan. 

· A book dedicated to children worldwide to show trust between people and animals, 

hope of life. 

 

 

 

Marvelous Science 

Created by CCTV Variety Show Group  

ISBN: 9787530765135    Publisher: New Buds Publishing House    
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This book is adapted by CCTV popular scientific program, Variety Show. It satisfies 

readers’ curiosity by interesting assumptions, cool facts, science in life and new 

experiments. It renders the attractive science knowledge in front of young readers and 

encourages them to discover the marvel of science. Readers will find the importance 

and necessity of learning science after reading this book. 

 

 

 

The History of Living Habits 

ISBN：9787530763513   Publisher: New Buds Publishing House 

 

Questions about food, sleep, sanitation, book, medicine, garment and transportation 

are answered in this non–fictional series of picture books. By tracing to the source of 

seven aspects of daily life, the change and improvement on living habits are clearly 

shown to young readers, who can not only enjoy the fabulous hand–drawn 

illustrations, but also foster good and healthy living habits. 
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Green Light 
Text by Mei Zihan 

Publisher: New Buds Publishing House 

◆ A collection of thought–provoking proses 

◆ Full of humor, wisdom and philosophy Free audio code to enjoy the writer's 

soundtrack 

 

 

 

Love, Grandma and Me 
Text by Yin Jianling 

 ISBN：9787530759295   Publisher: New Buds Publishing House 

 

This novel reflects the life of Ms Yin and her grandma for nearly half a century. 

Though they have no bound of blood, they show endless love towards each other. 

Through this impres- sive story, we could see the power of love, which will sur- 

mount anything in the world. 

 

 

 

Ingenious World Military 
Text by Zhang Zhilu 

 ISBN：9787530762318   Publisher: New Buds Publishing House 
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At midnight, Sang Nan miraculously turned into a small character and entered the 

world of words, which was mystic. Every word in this world was alive, with emotions. 

However, this peaceful world was destroyed by a sudden war. In order to bring back 

peace, Sang Nan took part in the word military to fight for justice and happiness. 

 

 

 

The Orphan in the Beautiful World 

Text by Hei He     ISBN：9787530757420  Publisher: New Buds Publishing House 

 

Liu Yan, a girl from Ewenki ethnic group, adopted a motherless reindeer and named it 

Yaruda. Under Liu Yan's care, Yaruda grew up very well. After coming through 

many hardships, they developed sincere trust and understanding, which let the readers 

see the great friendship and affection between human beings and animals. 
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How did everything start?  

Created by YoHare 

Publisher: New Buds Publishing House 

 

You think you are smart enough? Come and try these cool stuffs out! The first one 

who used mirror is not a beauty, but an ugly maid! Rice cake saved a country from 

starvation! How did alchemy become one of the four great inventions? You will find 

all the answers to these quirky but funny questions in How did everything start ? in a 

way that you are most fond of, yes, in COMICS! 

 

 

 

“Chinese Great Mind” Series 

Created by Li Xianghai 

Publisher: New Buds Publishing House 

 

This set of books tells stories of traditional Chinese cultures through interesting 

comics with vivid language and unique perspective. Stories of eight representative 
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Chinese great minds, Confucius, Lao Tzu, Sun Tse, Mo Tse, Chuang Tse, Mencius, 

Hsun Tse, and Hanfei Tse are selected in the set. 

 

 

 

Art Enlightenment for Children 

Created by Guo Yaxi 

Publisher: New Buds Publishing House 

 

This set of art enlightenment books, with 10 volumes, is tailored for children. Those 

art stories show the magic and marvelous art world to children from the perspectives 

of music, dance, paintings, architecture, calligraphy, sculpture, film, and so on. With 

the help of these stories, children will broaden their horizon and foster the aesthetic 

and logic abilities, as well as their comprehensive qualities. 

 

 

 

Wonderful Sinology Series 

Created by Shao Hong 

Publisher: New Buds Publishing House 
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This is a series of children's books to show the famous Chinese traditional culture. 

With the interesting stories and fashionable illustrations, this series shows the most 

celebrated Chinese traditional culture from philosophy, literature, drama, history, 

language, science to folk arts. By reading these vivid and amusing stories, young 

readers will be influenced by the excellent Chinese culture. 
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Coloring and Activity Book 

Balala Season V 

Volume：6 | Page: 104p*6 | Size：140*210mm | Target Reader：6-12         

Estimated Publishing Date: Jun 2017 (The books have been stored into the warehouse 

and will go to the public soon.)                                                                                

Estimated Price: 118.8 RMB    Publisher: Children’s Fun Publishing 

 

The Balala series begins to be popular among kids from the year 2008. Here is a new 

series of the latest  Balala Season V making kids fully enjoy the magic world. Themed 

on dream and love, it tells a story  about a common girl’s growth. A first-class 

company helps guide the animation. And a lot of art technologies are used in the 

stories. 

 

 

 

Get to Know the World 

Volume：4 | Page：20p*4 | Size：190*190mm | Target Reader:2+ 

Estimated Publishing Date: Jun 2017 (Will be stored into the warehouse next month.) 

Price: 131.2  RMB   Publisher: Children’s Fun Publishing 
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It is a series of bilingual picture book making the kids being familiar with places, 

animals, holidays, and fruits. Kids can both know the world and learn some English 

Words. The illustrations are simple drawings and has accurate lables for searching 

words, so this series can function as kid encyclopedia, kid dictionary and simple 

drawing books. 

 

 

 

Encyclopedia of Weapons -3D Handwork 

Volume：4 | Page: 30P*4 | Size：285*285mm | ISBN: 9787115318831, 

9787115318824, 9787115318817, 9787115318800 

Target Reader：5+ | Publishing Date: Jul 2013 | Price: 62  RMB   Publisher: Children’

s Fun Publishing 

 

It not only guides kids making airplanes, tanks and other models, but also broaden 

kids' knowledge of military, weapons, etc. Themed on world’s typical wars, the 

models are three-dimensional, diverse and attract the kids a lot. No scissors are 
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needed and kids can develop themselves when making the models with both hands 

and mind. 

 

 

 

Traffic Police Command  Station (Magnet Book)+Fascinating 

Numbers (Magnet Book)  

ISBN: 9789865927301  |Pub.date: 2017.03|Publisher: Chemical industry press 

170mm x 230mm      224 pages   Aged 0-3 

 

The book includes 12 cartoon pictures of childlike life situations and 40 magnet 

cards of cartoon buses, trains, and planes, etc. With the tips in each situation 

picture, the kids, by imagination, put the cartoon vehicles into proper situations. 

Through interaction, the book teaches the kids about real traffic common sense and 

inspires them to explore the life and innovate, meeting their thirst for knowledge. 

The white board function of the book adds a new creative space for the kids and 

further develops their handiness. 

The book fully considers the psychological cognition and brain development of the 

kids of 3-6 years old to practice their observation competence and imagination. The 

complimentary paper models have been die cut, so there is no need for scissors, which 

is safe for you kids to play. 
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An Interesting Stereo Book – Moving Cars 

ISBN: 9787122282439  |Pub.date: 2016.11|Publisher: Chemical industry press 

340mm x 260mm     24 pages   

 

This is a movable stereo book of vehicles. 

The major content of this book is cartoon pictures with details and delicacy. It 

presents inner structures and operation principles of cars through pushing, pulling and 

turning 100 movable parts of the book. 

It presents over a hundred models of vehicles and 11 scenes including fire brigade, 

fire rescue, building roads, construction sites, agricultural machinery, autodrome, 

vehicles in the city, highway, road rescue, beautification of the city, railway station 

and the whole internal structure picture of the car. Encyclopedic knowledge of car is 

introduced through lively panorama and pictures. 

 

 

 

Flip-up Books Full of Fun: The Ship Sails 

ISBN: 9787122297730  |Pub.date: 2017.7|Publisher: Chemical industry press 

340mm x 260mm     24 pages   
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This is a movable, three-dimensional book about ships. 

The book gives prominent part to pictures. In these pictures, the figures are cartoon-

like, and the ships are delicately designed with exact details. The book presents 

knowledge, and meanwhile has playful elements such as page turning, flipping pages 

and movable pages. These enable children to learn by playing. The book describes the 

mechanism and inner structures of passenger boat, yacht, freight, warship, landing 

ship, aircraft carrier, etc. 

 

 

 

Fun Foam Vehicle (Updated Version) (6 volumes)  

ISBN: 9787-5397-7595-1 |Pub.date: 2015.2 |Publisher: Anhui’s Children Press 

90mm x 150mm  12 pages       Aged 0-2 
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The set consists of 6volumes, each with a vehicle as the major character, telling 

stories between the vehicles and relevant professionals. Through reading, children get 

to know several occupations and the function of these vehicles.it is worth mentioned 

that the shape of the books is cut into vehicle body with wheels. Press down, pull 

backwards and loose the hand, the vehicle can run. 
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Popular Science Book 

Dinosaur Encyclopedia 

Volume：1 | Page: 256P*1 | Size：210*285mm | ISBN：9787115412836 

Target Reader：6-14 | Publishing Date: Jun 2016 | Price: 88  RMB 

Sales: 14581 copies   Publisher: Children’s Fun Publishing 

 

More than 100 kinds of dinosaurs  guide you to explore their wonderful world.  

★ Complete introduction and  information make you learn more  about the dinosaurs’  

feature and  custom. 

★ Approved by authorized  experts and give you more latest information 

★ Hundreds of fancy pictures  show you a world you dream of but never can touch. 

★ Beautiful colors  and  well-packaged,  worthy of collecting forever 
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Textbook 

Learn Chinese with Ma Xiaotiao 

ISBN：9787539759463       Page: 127P       Publishing Date: 1900.01 

Publisher: Anhui Children's Publishing House 

 

This is china’s first text book series aims to YCT which is specially created for 

children overseas. It is interesting late – model extensive reading material that takes 

the protagonist of Chinese children’s super bestseller Naughty Boy Ma Xiaotiao as 

the key character, and is compiled by the most outstanding children’s writers in China 

and Chinese language education experts. Created by “Chinese J·K. Rowling” Ms. 

Yang Hongying, Ma Xiaotiao is a well-known character who is funny and cute. The 

vivid characters and the interesting plot reflect the real life and mind of contemporary 

Chinese children and can arouse children’s sympathy. Fastening the latest 

requirement of YCT4 out line, drawing lessons to the texts that suits for the Chinese-

Learning of overseas children, in order to help them improving their Chinese reading 

and speaking level. 

 

  

 


